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Introduction

State estimation in a dynamic system subject to uncertain state obser-
vation, where uncertainties can be both aleatoric due to noisy measure-
ments and epistemic due to partial observation, is a classical problem.
Optimal state estimation algorithms [6] can provide as precise as pos-
sible verdicts on state conditions, answering questions like whether the
current position of a drone violates a geo-fencing condition. Many
interesting safety properties of interacting cyber-physical agents are,
however, more complex than state conditions, calling for specification
as a durational property in an adequate temporal logic [5, 4]. This pro-
vokes the quest for optimal, in the sense of as precise as possible, mon-
itoring algorithms evaluating properties expressed in temporal logic
based on noisy and incomplete, i.e. uncertain sensory information.
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Results

In this talk, we will demonstrate that contrary to common belief, op-
timal monitoring under uncertainty cannot be achieved by first apply-
ing optimal state estimation and then evaluating the temporal logic
property in question upon this sequence of as precise as possible state
estimates. Based on the indicative example of Signal Temporal Logic
(STL) [4], a linear-time temporal logic specifically designed for classi-
fying the time-dependent signals originating from continuous-state or
hybrid-state dynamical systems according to formal specifications, we
demonstrate that more precise statements can be computed based on
a�ne-arithmetic encodings of STL semantics. For this, we first de-
fine the pertinent notion of precision, namely that verdicts provided
by a monitor ought be sound (yield ‘true’ or ‘false’ only if all ground-
truth trajectories consistent with the uncertain measurements satisfy,
or violate, resp., the property of interest ) and informative (monitoring
yields ‘inconclusive’ only if some ground-truth trajectories consistent
with the uncertain measurements satisfy and other consistent ones vi-
olate the property of interest).

In a setting where measurements are subject to both an interval-
bounded per-sample error and an unknown, yet fixed o↵set, sequen-
tial execution of optimal state estimation and STL evaluation yields
a sound, yet not an informative monitoring algorithm. That means
that this combination sometimes fails to provide conclusive verdicts
though these would be adequate. For the model-free as well as for the
linear model-based case of dynamic system monitoring, we then pro-
vide precise, i.e. sound and informative, evaluation algorithms based on
a�ne arithmetic [2] and SAT modulo theory solving over linear arith-
metic [7, 1]. We prove preciseness of these algorithms in the cases of
interval-bounded measurement noise and, when a linear system model
is provided, partial observation.

For full constructions and proofs, we refer the reader to [3].
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